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Shane Stevens 17 hours ago (edited)

A friend of mine (made after watching a stream of this game on Twitch, later friended on 

PSN & we’ve played together in Dragon Ball Xenoverse) pointed out this video over a 

whisper on Twitch. 

Let me explain how this works: 

- Your spamming was published online so others would know about your doing it. 

- The notification to Bandai/Namco was through a thread on their forums (linked at the 

bottom of that review off the counter), where I was pleading with them to put counter-

measures into effect to stop to the griefing/spamming. 

- That same thread on their forums also has a link to the review & a few videos linked of 

EXTREME bouts of spamming, happening so fast screenshots weren’t an option. 

- Bandai/Namco seems to be ignoring the issue, so while they may be aware of the 

situation, they don’t seem to care about it. 

So even though the publishers were notified of your activity, it’s really up to them as to 

whether they do anything about it & it seems they would sooner retaliate against those 

writing negative reviews about their products than deal with griefers in their games (part 

of the reason why there are negative reviews to begin with).  Yes they were notified, but 

again if Bandai/Namco chooses to ignore it, all it does is notify the public of your activity, 

where they can make a determination as to whether they want to add/block YOU or not. 

I have not stopped listing spammers & will continue to do so as needed.  Only the worst 

of spammers get notified directly of it. 

You can feel free to make videos like this if you want, but your claims are bogus as the 

only people who are going to get this type of “treatment” are those that are griefing the 

game & attempting to ruin the experience of the game for others.    I currently have 

around 10 friends remaining that were made in this game (probably over 15 total, but 

some have since cut ties since they were added in this game, or at least I haven’t seen 

them online for quite some time) & the majority of those remaining also HATE the 

spamming, which is very possible why they are staying my friends & supporting my 

cause, because I am taking a stance against it & have the ability to put those individuals 

usernames out publicly through my own site.  Simply put, don’t grief & you won’t even be 

hearing from me unless we somehow get thrown in a match or mission together. 

It’s not like PSN blocks do a bit of good in this game anyways, seeing as the game 

ignores the PSN friends & block lists, so it’s not like I can mute the spamming by blocking 

those doing it & this is why I make it a point to publish their activity online so others can 

make a determination for themselves.
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Troll Face 1 day ago

Plus you dont have to spam just to say hello
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Troll Face 1 day ago

Published on Apr 22, 2016

He's just trying to scare you that's why he's an angry gamer. If you see him back out because he's just 

trying to scare you.Enemy of online.
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Hey dude Whats the matter with you Wonder is A good guy on Twitch he is a good friend 

of mine if you don't like him then don't talk trash about you filthy Shit

Shane Stevens 2 minutes ago (edited)

He's free to say what he wants to say (not too much different from me publishing 

proof of the spamming), but like most other users who retaliated via PSN 

message, I document those responses/retaliation & only gives me further material 

to add to my site.  There is the possibility that this video could have worked in my 

favor seeing as it warns people to avoid spamming if they notice me in the 

channel, however it goes beyond that, which is why I've added a reference to the 

video to my site as well.  Regardless, it was uploaded 4/22/2016, it's now 6 

months later & people are spamming perhaps worse than when I started playing 

the game, so even if they have seen this video, they aren't heading it's advice. 

As far as for the blocking me BS, the only people that really need to worry about 

that are going to be those that are griefing the game, in which case I won't be 

attempting to add them as friends anyways & most contact is done over my 

secondary PSN account, so blocking my primary won't really stop a contact to 

their accounts; this was one exception where I sent the message from my primary 

account because I needed a message sent to him to bring up his profile to block 

him, however this was back when I thought the game honored the PSN blocklist, 

where it obviously does not.
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